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EXTER Pro+ operator terminals offer new possibilities for information sharing between people and

Cost-efﬁcient handling of
manuals and instructions

machines. Features such as PDF-viewer, Internet

With EXTER Pro+, machine builders can include manuals and

browser and support for AXIS network cameras,

other documentation electronically at the delivery of a machine.

ensure that valuable information always is available

The documents are simply put as PDF-files on a memory card that
is inserted in the operator terminal. Cost-efficient updates can be

where it is needed the most – right at the hands of

made by mailing out the new versions, or making them available

the operator.

for download on a website.
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New possibilities to
facilitate information sharing
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The EXTER Pro+ operator terminals include an internet browser.
This makes it possible to access information that is published
on the Internet or an intranet from any operator interface in a

USER
GUIDE

factory. For instance, a production manager can save a lot of
time by posting the daily production plan on a website.
Operators can then read the information directly from their
machines and run the processes accordingly.

The PDF-viewer in EXTER Pro+ makes it easy to ensure that
the operator always can access updated machine instructions.

Saves valuable time and
prevents downtime

With displays from 6.5 to 15.0 inches

For the end-users, the benefits are many. They no longer have

There are five EXTER Pro+ operator terminals available, three

to look for the machine’s instruction manual. Or for the

with touchscreen display and two keypad terminals. For the

service manual and troubleshooting guide when something

keypad terminals, a mouse or a keyboard has to be connected

goes wrong. All machine documentation is available by a

in order to take advantage of the EXTER Pro+ capabilities.

simple press on the operator terminal. The documents can also

A 64 MB Compact Flash memory card is included at delivery,

be stored in different password-protected levels to ensure that

and it is also possible to use a USB stick to store PDF and/or

only authorized personnel can access the information.

PowerPoint fi les. The Pro+ version of EXTER includes all
cutting-edge HMI technology that is available in the EXTER

In cases where a network camera is used, the operator can

series from Beijer Electronics.

quickly make the right decisions based on live camera images.
A safety stop before something goes really wrong can save many
hours of process downtime.

The EXTER Pro+ version is available in five models.
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